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Circulating tumor cells (CTCs) are present at low concentrations in the peripheral blood of patients
with solid tumors. It has been proposed that the isolation, ex vivo culture, and characterization
of CTCs may provide an opportunity to noninvasively monitor the changing patterns of drug
susceptibility in individual patients as their tumors acquire new mutations. In a proof-of-concept
study, we established CTC cultures from six patients with estrogen receptor–positive breast cancer.
Three of five CTC lines tested were tumorigenic in mice. Genome sequencing of the CTC lines
revealed preexisting mutations in the PIK3CA gene and newly acquired mutations in the estrogen
receptor gene (ESR1), PIK3CA gene, and fibroblast growth factor receptor gene (FGFR2), among
others. Drug sensitivity testing of CTC lines with multiple mutations revealed potential new
therapeutic targets. With optimization of CTC culture conditions, this strategy may help identify
the best therapies for individual cancer patients over the course of their disease.

C

irculating tumor cells (CTCs) are present in
the blood of many patients with solid tumors. Most of these cells, which are thought
to be involved in metastasis, die in the
circulation, presumably due to the loss of
matrix-derived survival signals or circulatory shear
stress. Nonetheless, if CTCs can be isolated from
cancer patients as viable cells that can be geno-

typed and functionally characterized over the
course of therapy, they have the potential to identify treatments that most effectively target the
evolving mutational profile of the primary tumor
(1). The isolation of viable CTCs is technically
challenging: Most methods yield low numbers of
partially purified CTCs that are fixed before isolation, damaged during the cell purification pro-

cess, or irreversibly immobilized on an adherent
matrix [see review (2)]. We recently reported a
microfluidic technology, the CTC-iChip, which
efficiently depletes normal blood cells, leaving
behind unmanipulated CTCs (3). The cytological
appearance, staining properties, and intact RNA
evident within a subset of CTCs isolated by means
of this tumor antigen-agnostic CTC isolation platform suggested that the cells may be viable.
To investigate whether the CTCs were in fact
viable, we applied the CTC-iChip to blood samples from patients with metastatic estrogen receptor (ER)–positive breast cancer. After testing
a range of culture conditions (4–7) (see supplementary methods), we found that CTCs proliferated best as tumor spheres when cultured in
serum-free media supplemented with epidermal
growth factor (EGF) and basic fibroblast growth
factor (FGF) (8) under hypoxic conditions (4% O2)
(Fig. 1A). Nonadherent culture conditions were
critical, because CTCs senesced after a few cell
divisions in adherent monolayer culture (fig.
S1). We established long-term oligoclonal CTC
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Fig. 1. Ex vivo expansion
of breast cancer CTCs. (A)
Representative images of
nonadherent CTC culture
(BRx-07). Top: Phase contrast.
Scale bar, 100 mm. Middle:
immunofluorescent staining
for cytokeratin (CK, red), Ki67
(yellow), CD45 (green), nuclei
[4´,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole
(DAPI), blue]. Scale bar, 20 mm.
Bottom: Light microscopic
imaging with Papanicolaou
staining. Comparable images
for uncultured primary CTCs
are shown in the insets.
Scale bar, 20 mm. (B) (Left)
Bioluminescent images
showing growth of NSG mouse
xenografts, after implantation
of 20,000 cultured CTCs
(BRx-07) into the mammary
fat pad. (Right) Quantification
of bioluminescent signals
for BRx-07–derived mouse
xenografts (mean T SD, n = 6).
(C) Histology of matched
primary breast tumors, cultured CTCs, and CTC-derived mouse xenografts for two CTC lines. All panels show cellular staining with hematoxylin (blue) and
immunohistochemical staining for ER expression (brown). Scale bar, 20 mm.
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cultures (sustained in vitro for >6 months) from
CTCs isolated from six patients with metastatic
luminal subtype breast cancers (table S1). One or
more CTC cell lines were successfully generated
from 6 of 36 patients who were either off therapy
or progressing on treatment. We were unable to
generate CTC cell lines from nine patients who
were responding to treatment at the time of attempted CTC culture. For three patients, four
additional CTC cell lines were established from
blood samples drawn at multiple different time
points during therapy (table S1). In these cases,
CTCs were successfully cultured only when patients were progressing on treatment (fig. S1).
Cultured CTCs shared cytological features with
the matched primary CTCs captured on the CTCiChip (Fig. 1A), and consistent with standard CTC
definitions, they stained positive for epithelial
cytokeratin (>95% of cells) and negative for the
leukocyte marker CD45 (Fig. 1A) (fig. S2). The
proliferative index of CTC cultures was ~30%, as
defined by Ki67 staining (mean 28.1%, range 24
to 32%), and the initial doubling time of CTC
cultures varied from 3 days to 3 weeks (table S1).
All six primary tumors were positive for ER expression. Five CTC lines retained ER positivity in
culture (>10% of cells), whereas one line (BRx-07)
lost ER expression in vitro (Fig. 1C and fig. S2).
We undertook RNA sequencing analysis of
each cell line and compared the results with those
of 29 uncultured single CTCs from a total of 10
patients, as well as a panel of 13 commonly used

established breast cancer cell lines, all using lowtemplate single-cell resolution analysis (fig. S3).
CTC cultures clustered with each other, and separately from established breast cancer cell lines
or uncultured single CTCs. As expected, both CTC
cultures and established breast cancer cell lines
had increased proliferative signature, compared
with primary uncultured single CTCs (fig. S3). We
did not observe increased expression in CTC cultures of defined signaling pathways, including
stem cell–related signatures, compared with established breast cancer cell lines.
To test the tumorigenicity of CTC lines, we used
lentiviral transduction to label them with both
green fluorescent protein (GFP) and luciferase and
inoculated 20,000 cells into the mammary fat pad
of immunosuppressed non-obese diabetic scid
gamma (NSG) female mice implanted with subcutaneous estrogen pellets. Of five CTC lines tested,
three (BRx-07, BRx-68, and BRx-61) generated tumors within 3 months at this low inoculum (Fig. 1B
and figs. S4 and S5). CTC-derived tumors shared
histological and immunohistochemical features
with the matched primary patient tumor, including BRx-07, which regained ER expression (Fig. 1C).
All six patients with metastatic breast cancer
had received sequential courses of hormonal and
other therapies before CTC collection (fig. S6). As
part of standard clinical care at Massachusetts
General Hospital, a mutational panel [SNaPShot
(9)] covering ~140 mutations in 25 genes had been
performed on primary tumor specimens (BRx-68

and BRx-42) or on pretreatment biopsies of metastatic lesions (BRx-33, BRx-07, BRx-50 and BRx-61).
Point mutations in PIK3CA (H1047R and G1049R),
hot-spot mutations in breast cancer, were identified in two cases (BRx-68 and BRx-42), whereas
no mutations were found in the four other cases
(table S1). The availability of CTC cultures made
it possible to undertake more comprehensive mutational analysis from a more abundant and purified tumor cell population. CTC lines were
screened for mutations in a panel of 1000 annotated cancer genes, with a hybrid-capture–based
next-generation sequencing (NGS) platform. The
PIK3CA mutations identified by SNaPShot testing of primary tumors were confirmed by NGS
in both CTC cultures (BRx-68 and BRx-42), and
multiple additional mutations in other cancerrelated genes were identified (Table 1). For all
mutations identified in the 1000 cancer gene
panel, candidate driver mutations were defined
by their absence from matched germline DNA
and by their annotation in pan-cancer (10) and
COSMIC (Catalogue of somatic mutations in
cancer) databases (Table 1), whereas additional
mutations in known cancer genes were of uncertain relevance (table S2). To ensure that the candidate driver mutations were not acquired during
the in vitro establishment of CTC cell lines, we
tested for selected mutations in four additional
CTC lines, which had been independently isolated
at different time points from each of three patients (BRx-68, BRx-42, and BRx-61). The acquired

Table 1. Mutations detected in cultured CTC lines.

Case

Gene

BRx33|| ESR1
NUMA1
BRx07|| TP53
PIK3CA
FGFR2
CDH1
APC
DGKQ
MAML2
BRx68
TP53
ESR1
PIK3CA
MSN
BRx50|| ESR1
IKZF1
BRCA2¶
BRx42
PIK3CA
PIK3CA
KRAS
IGF1R
BRx61
TP53

DNA
A1613G
C5501T
G853A
A3140T
T1647A
C790T
G7225A
G2530A
A2569G
C1009T
A1610C
A3140G
G1153A
T1607C
G1444T
T6262del
G3145C
C1097G
G35T
G3613A
G610T

Protein Allele frequency†
D538G
S1834L
E285K
H1047L
N549K
Q264*
G2409R
D844N
M857V
R337C
Y537S
H1047R
E385K
L536P
G482C
L2039fs
G1049R
P366R
G12V
A1205T
E204*

0.24
0.39
0.99
1
0.46
1
0.47
0.55
0.52
0.99
0.47
0.7
0.25
0.06††
0.09
–
0.60
0.54
0.99
0.06
0.98

In pretreatment In multiple
tumor‡
CTC lines
–
–
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
–
–
No
No
Yes
–
–
–
–
Yes
–
No
–
No

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
Yes
Yes
Yes
–
–
–
–
Yes
–
Yes
–
Yes

Known
mutation§
Br,# En
Br
Bl, Br, Co, HN, Lu
Br, Co, GBM, HN, Ki, Lu, Me, Mel, Ov, En
Br, En
Br
Mel
Lu
Lu
Br, Co, HN, Hem, Ov
Br#, En
Br, Co, GBM, HN, Ki, Lu, Me, Mel, Ov, En
En
Br#
Hem
Br (germ line)
Br, En, Ki
Br
Br, Co, Hem, Es, GBM, Lu, Ov, En
Hem
Bl, Br, Ki, Lu, Ov

†Mutant allele frequency within oligoclonal cultured CTC populations was calculated as the ratio of mutant sequence reads to total reads for each gene.
‡Where
sufficient material was available for analysis, matched archival pretreatment tumor specimens were subjected to Sanger sequencing to confirm selected mutations
identified in CTC cultures. Insufficient tumor material is marked (–).
§List of tumor types reported to harbor the same mutation in pan-cancer (10) or COSMIC
databases. Abbreviations: breast (Br), endometrial (En), central nervous system (CNS), bladder (Bl), colorectal (Co), pancreas (Pa), stomach (St), head and neck (HN),
lung (Lu), thyroid (Th), glioblastoma (GBM), kidney (Ki), prostate (Pr), medulloblastoma (Me), melanoma (Mel), ovarian (Ov), cervix (Ce), esophageal (Es), hematopoietic
and lymphoid tissue (Hem), sarcoma (Sar), cholangiocarcinoma (Ch).
||Cases for which DNA from matched normal tissue was not available.
¶Germline BRCA2
mutation was detected as part of genetic counseling for familial breast cancer.
#Mutations reported in recent publications (12–15). ††ESR1 T1607C mutant allele
frequency increased to 0.49 after prolonged in vitro culture under low-estrogen conditions (>6 months). *Chain termination codon. fs: frameshift mutation. Abbreviations
for amino acid residues: A, Ala; C, Cys; D, Asp; E, Glu; F, Phe; G, Gly; H, His; I, Ile; K, Lys; L, Leu; M, Met; N, Asn; P, Pro; Q, Gln; R, Arg; S, Ser; T, Thr; V, Val; W, Trp; and Y, Tyr.
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mutations in ESR1 (BRx-68), TP53 (BRx-68,
BRx-61), and KRAS (BRx-42) were universally
present in all independent CTC cell lines (Table 1),
confirming that they are tumor-derived mutations. In addition, the ESR1 mutation (Y537S)
present in multiple BRx-68 CTC lines was also
detectable by direct RNA sequencing of uncultured CTCs isolated from this patient (fig. S7).
Activating mutations in the estrogen receptor
(ESR1) were first identified in 1997 and are rare
in primary breast cancer (11). While this manuscript was in preparation, multiple research groups
reported ESR1 mutations in 18 to 54% of patients
treated with aromatase inhibitors (AIs), drugs
that suppress estrogen synthesis and thus may
favor the emergence of these ligand-independent
ER mutants (12–15). We also detected ESR1 mutations in three of six CTC lines (BRx-33, BRx-68,
and BRx-50). Each of these patients had received
extensive treatment with AIs, and reanalysis of
the primary tumor or the pre-AI treatment biop-

sy of a metastatic lesion showed no evidence of
ESR1 mutations (Table 1). Other mutations identified included newly arising mutations in PIK3CA,
TP53, KRAS, and fibroblast growth factor receptor–2
(FGFR2) (Table 1). Consistent with its lobular
histological subtype, an E-cadherin (CDH1) mutation was detected in one CTC line (BRx-07). Although most mutant allele frequencies indicated
heterozygous or homozygous truncal mutations
shared by all CTCs, rare mutated alleles consistent
with emerging tumor subpopulations were also
evident. An ESR1 mutation initially present at 6%
allele frequency in BRx-50 increased to 49% allele
frequency upon prolonged culture in low-estrogen–
containing medium (Table 1), suggesting a proliferative advantage under these conditions. Notably,
TP53 mutations, which are thought to be rare in
primary luminal breast cancers (16), emerged during tumor progression in three of six cases.
The availability of comprehensive tumor cell
genotyping brings with it the challenge of iden-

Brx-07 (PIK3CA, FGFR2, TP53)

Brx-68 (PIK3CA, ESR1, TP53)

tifying the subset of mutations whose therapeutic
targeting is likely to be beneficial to an individual
patient. To begin to explore this opportunity, we
tested CTC lines for sensitivity to panels of single
drug and drug combinations, including standard
clinical regimens, as well as experimental agents
targeting specific mutations. Conditions were optimized for highly reproducible testing of viability in small numbers of cells (200 cells per well)
cultured as aggregates in solution. For each drug,
we tested five concentrations (table S3), centered
around median inhibitory concentration (IC50)
levels established in large-scale cancer cell line
screens (17), with relative sensitivity or resistance
defined by comparison among the CTC cell lines
(Fig. 2 and figs. S8 to S10). Although CTC drug
sensitivity testing was blinded to clinical history,
and patient treatment selections were not informed by CTC testing, some CTC drug sensitivity measurements were concordant with clinical
histories, including sensitivity to paclitaxel (BRx-07)

Brx-50 (ESR1, BRCA2)

Dose
PI3K
BYL719
Fulvestrant
Everolimus
BYL+Fulv.
BYL+Ever.
Fulv.+Ever.

CDK4/6
LEE011
PD0332991
BYL+LEE
BYL+PD

IGFR
OSI906
BMS754807
BYL+OSI
BYL+BMS

ER
Tamoxifen
Fulvestrant
Raloxifene
Bazedoxifene

ER + mTOR
Tamo.+Ever.
Fulv.+Ever.
Ralo.+Ever.
Baze.+Ever.

ER + HSP90
STA9090
Tamo.+STA
Fulv.+STA
Ralo.+STA
Baze.+STA
BYL+STA

FGFR
PD173074
AZD4547
BYL+PD173074
BYL+AZD4547

Chemo
Paclitaxel
Doxorubicin
Capecitabine

PARP
Olaparib
AZD7762
Olap.+AZD7762

1

50th percentile

0

Fig. 2. Drug sensitivity of cultured CTCs. Heatmaps representing cell viability
after treatment of BRx-07, BRx-68, and BRx-50 CTC lines with selected anticancer drugs, either alone or in combination.The presumed driving mutation for
each CTC line is noted, and drugs are grouped according to therapeutic class
and targeted pathway. For each drug, the range of concentrations tested is
centered around the IC50 derived from large-scale breast cancer cell line screens
(17), and each concentration represents a twofold increase from the previous
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dose, with each concentration tested in quadruplicate. Drug concentrations are
listed in table S3. Signal from viable cells remaining after drug treatment is
normalized to corresponding vehicle [dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)]–treated controls, with ratios plotted ranging from red (more viable) to blue (less viable). Drug
abbreviations: BYL, BYL719; Fulv, fulvestrant; Ever, everolimus; LEE, LEE011; PD,
PD0332991; OSI, OSI906; BMS, BMS754807; Tamo, tamoxifen; Ralo, raloxifene;
Baze, bazedoxifene; STA, STA9090; Olap, Olaparib.
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and capecitabine (BRx-68 and BRx-50), and resistance to fulvestrant (BRx-07 and BRx-68), doxorubicin (BRx-07), and olaparib (BRx-50) (fig. S11).
We selected two mutated drug targets identified in CTCs but not in the primary tumor for
more detailed analysis; namely, ESR1 and PIK3CA
mutations (additional drug responses in cultured
CTCs are shown in fig. S12). To facilitate interpretation of the effect of drug combinations, responses to selected drugs are represented in a
2 × 2 matrix highlighting cooperative drug effects versus independent cytotoxicity (Fig. 3; see
quantitation in fig. S13). The three de novo acquired ESR1 mutations affected distinct but adjacent residues within the ER ligand-binding domain
and were present at different allele frequencies
within the oligoclonal CTC cell lines. The most
commonly reported ESR1 mutation, Y537S (12–14),
was observed in BRx-68 (47% allele frequency,
consistent with a heterozygous mutation in all
cells), with two other mutations, D538G and
L536P, in BRx-33 and BRx-50 (24 and 6% allele
frequencies, respectively). Each mutation arose
within the context of distinct additional muta-

tions (Table 1 and table S2). Of note, all ESR1
mutation-positive CTC lines maintained ER expression in culture.
The optimal therapy for breast cancer patients
whose ER+ tumor has acquired an ESR1 mutation is unknown; consistent with previous models (12–14, 18), we found that the selective estrogen
receptor modulators (SERMs) tamoxifen and
raloxifene, and the selective ER degrader (SERD)
fulvestrant, were ineffective in BRx-68 cells, either
alone or in the clinically approved combination
with inhibitors of the phosphatidylinositol 3kinase–mammalian target of rapamycin (PI3KmTOR) pathway (everolimus) (19) (Fig. 2). However,
the HSP90 inhibitor STA9090 demonstrated cytotoxicity alone and in combination with both
raloxifene and fulvestrant (Fig. 3A). ER is a client
protein for HSP90, and mutated receptors are
highly dependent on this chaperone for their
stability (20). Indeed, treatment with a low dose
of STA9090 (32 nM) suppressed ER levels in
BRx-68 cells but had no effect in MCF7 breast
cancer cells with wild-type ER, or in BRx-50 cells,
where the low allele frequency of mutant ESR1 is

Fig. 3. Combinatorial drug targeting of mutant ESR1 and PIK3CA in CTC
lines. (A) Heatmaps representing cell viability in the BRx-68 CTC line, carrying
an ESR1 mutation (allele frequency 47%), treated with HSP90 inhibitor (STA9090)
together with the selective estrogen receptor modulator (SERM) tamoxifen or
degrader (SERD) fulvestrant. For these drug-combination studies, the concentrations of each drug was varied independently, and results are shown in eight
replicates. Cooperative drug interactions are represented by a diagonal gradient,
showing increasing cell killing as both drug concentrations increase independently.
(B) Down-regulation of ER protein expression measured by immunohistochemical
staining (brown) of BRx-68 CTC cultures treated for 24 hours with an HSP90
inhibitor (STA9090) versus vehicle (DMSO). Nuclei are stained with hematoxylin.
Scale bar, 20 mm. Bar graph shows quantification of percent ER-positive cells. More
SCIENCE sciencemag.org

not associated with sensitivity to HSP90 inhibitors (Fig. 3B and figs. S12 to S14). Clinical studies
of HSP90 inhibitors, along with novel ER inhibitors, will be required to define the optimal treatment for breast cancer patients whose tumor has
acquired an ESR1 mutation.
The BRx-07 cell line is noteworthy because it
harbors activating mutations in both PIK3CA
and FGFR2, both of which were acquired de novo
during the course of therapy. Based on their
respective allele frequencies, PIK3CA was homozygously mutated in all cells, whereas the FGFR2
mutation was heterozygous (Table 1). Cultured
CTCs were highly sensitive to the PIK3CA inhibitor BYL719 (21) and the FGFR2 inhibitor
AZD4547 (22), and moderately responsive to the
FGFR1 inhibitor PD173074 (23) (Fig. 2). Combined
inhibition of both PIK3CA and FGFR2 showed
cooperative effects (Fig. 3C and fig. S13), suggesting that both of these mutations may function as
acquired oncogenic drivers in this tumor. Because
combinations of PIK3CA and FGFR inhibitors
have not been tested in clinical settings, we further quantified responses in a panel of established

than 200 cells were quantified in each condition. (C) Heatmaps representing cell
viability in the BRx-07 line harboring mutations in PIK3CA (99% allele frequency)
and FGFR2 (46% allele frequency). Drugs targeting the products of these mutated
oncogenic drivers were tested, along with compounds inhibiting nonmutated
targets (IGFR and HSP90). Drug combinations shown are PI3Ki + FGFRi; PIK3Ki +
IGFRi; PIK3Ki + HSP90i. (D) Response of BRx-07 CTC-derived mouse xenografts
to the PI3K inhibitor BYL719 (n = 4), the FGFR2 inhibitor AZD4547 (n = 3), the
combination of the two inhibitors (BYL719+AZD4547) (n = 4), or diluent control
(n = 4). Mean T SD. In vivo drug administration was initiated after mammary fat
pad inoculation with genotyped CTC cultures and establishment of an expanding tumor xenograft, and tumor-derived bioluminescent measurements were
normalized to pretreatment levels.
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into clinical practice. In addition, further characterization of the nonadherent CTC-derived cell
lines described here will be required to define
how they differ from cells cultured from primary
tumor biopsies or directly implanted into mouse
models (4, 14). In the future, strategies such as that
described here may be an essential component
of “precision medicine” in oncology, where treatment decisions are based on evolving tumor mutational profiles and drug sensitivity patterns in
individual patients.
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BACTERIAL CELL WALL

MurJ is the flippase of lipid-linked
precursors for peptidoglycan biogenesis
Lok-To Sham,1 Emily K. Butler,2 Matthew D. Lebar,3 Daniel Kahne,3,4
Thomas G. Bernhardt,1* Natividad Ruiz2*
Peptidoglycan (PG) is a polysaccharide matrix that protects bacteria from osmotic lysis.
Inhibition of its biogenesis is a proven strategy for killing bacteria with antibiotics.The assembly
of PG requires disaccharide-pentapeptide building blocks attached to a polyisoprene lipid
carrier called lipid II. Although the stages of lipid II synthesis are known, the identity of the
essential flippase that translocates it across the cytoplasmic membrane for PG polymerization
is unclear. We developed an assay for lipid II flippase activity and used a chemical genetic
strategy to rapidly and specifically block flippase function. We combined these approaches to
demonstrate that MurJ is the lipid II flippase in Escherichia coli.

B

acteria use polyisoprenoid-linked oligosaccharides to assemble the essential peptidoglycan (PG) matrix that surrounds
their cytoplasmic membrane and fortifies
their cell envelope against high internal
osmotic pressure (1). The building block of PG
is a disaccharide-pentapeptide that is synthesized at the cytoplasmic leaflet of the inner membrane (IM) as a precursor known as lipid II
(Fig. 1A) (1, 2). This precursor must be flipped
across the membrane for cell wall synthesis. The

identity of the lipid II flippase has been controversial, with the debate centered on two candidates: MurJ-like and FtsW/RodA-like proteins
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breast cancer cell lines. Of seven PIK3CA-mutant
breast cancer lines, six were responsive to BYL719
(fig. S15). In addition to their characteristic PIK3CA
mutation, two lines harbored mutations of unknown importance in FGFR4 (Y367C; MDA-MB453 cells) and in FGFR2 (K570E; EFM-19 cells).
The former showed cooperative cytotoxicity by
BYL719 and AZD4547, whereas the latter was insensitive to FGFR inhibition (fig. S15). One of five
PIK3CA-mutant breast cancer lines without an
FGFR gene mutation showed modest sensitivity
to AZD4547 (CAL51), whereas the other four were
resistant. Thus, the combination of genotyping
and functional testing for drug susceptibility is
essential to defining therapeutically relevant driver
mutations in both breast cancer cell lines and CTC
cultures.
In vitro screening of additional drugs for cooperation with PIK3CA-targeted agents identified
inhibitors of the insulin-like growth factor receptor 1 (IGF1R, inhibitors OSI906 and BMS754807)
and HSP90 (inhibitor STA9090, Ganetespib)
(Fig. 3C). Although neither of these is mutated in
BRx-07 cells, IGF1R has been implicated in modulating signaling loops that mitigate sensitivity to
PI3K inhibitors (24), and HSP90 is involved in
stabilization of mutant kinases (20). To extend
drug sensitivity studies to mouse xenografts, we
generated BRx-07–derived mammary tumors and
treated these with BYL719, AZD4547, the two agents
in combination, or diluent control. In vivo tumor
suppression was observed after treatment with
either drug individually, whereas the combination completely abrogated tumor growth (Fig. 3D).
In this proof-of-concept study, we have shown
that the culture of tumor cells circulating in the
blood of patients with breast cancer provides an
opportunity to study patterns of drug susceptibility, linked to the genetic context that is unique
to an individual tumor. In patients with hormoneresponsive breast cancer, most of whom have
bone metastases that are not readily biopsied,
the ability to noninvasively and repeatedly analyze live tumor cells shed into the blood from
multiple metastatic lesions may enable monitoring of emerging subclones with altered mutational
and drug sensitivity profiles. The successful culture of CTCs stems partly from the application of
a microfluidic device capable of effectively depleting leukocytes from a blood specimen while
preserving viable tumor cells for ex vivo expansion
(3). The proliferation of cultured CTCs as nonadherent spheres differs from that of characteristic epithelial cancer cell cultures and may reflect
intrinsic properties of tumor cells that remain
viable in the bloodstream after loss of attachment
to basement membrane. A recent report documented direct inoculation of the mouse femur
with blood-derived cancer cells from a patient
who had very high numbers of CTCs, but in vitro
culture was not successful (25). Our results differ
from the adherent in vitro CTC cultures described
by Zhang et al. (26), but these lines appear to share
the identical TP53, BRAF, and KRAS genotype of
the highly tumorigenic MDA-MB-231 cell line.
Optimization of CTC culture conditions will be
needed before this strategy can be incorporated
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Staying one step ahead of tumors
Cancer treatments require continual adjustment. A drug that works initially will lose its potency
as the tumor acquires new mutations that allow it to bypass the drug's lethal effects. To stay ahead of the
tumor, oncologists need a noninvasive way to collect tumor cells from patients over the course of their
treatment. Analyzing the mutations in these samples may help them choose the right drugs as the
tumors change. In a small study of breast cancer patients, Yu et al. show that rare tumor cells
circulating in the blood can be captured in viable form and used for this purpose.
Science, this issue p. 216
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